
as Designers we are able to be more 
flexible and work with you to develop your 
concept.

design@sensoryrooms.me.uk
www.sensoryrooms.me.uk

sensoryrooms.me.uk take a holistic 
approach, and because we are site specific, 
have greater individuality, meeting the 
character and needs of the setting. 

WE Offer a Bespoke package focusing on the 
client. we can offer a more cost effective 
solution to the sensory brochure options 
available.



Tardis sensory room complete with 
interactive projection, colour changing 
lighting, bespoke ceiling panel and 
control centre.



Sports stadium desert/tent sensory 
room with cloud and video 
projection, bespoke wall padding and 
control centre.



then we start to sketch and draw some ideas…we 
think about the whole space, ceiling, walls and 
floor to create a totally bespoke environment

FIRST WE MEET TO 
DISCUSS YOUR IDEAS..

….and look at 
your space 

we might even 
make some models 
to help you 
visualise….. 

Next we create a 
detailed budget 
breakdown 
including all 
electrical works 

we will discuss specialist 
equipment that you might 
like, from bubble tubes to 
fibre optics, projection 
and textured panels…….

no problem !

so we have 
this idea for a 

sensory room that’s  
set on a space 

station .



the transformation is complete……

we fabricate as 
much as we can 
off site ….

…look out for 
our time-lapse on 
the website …..

we complete the 
technical set up

We spend time 
handing over the 
space so you feel 
comfortable with 
how it all works..

our skilled team 
of electricians, 
carpenters and 
artists are co-
ordinated to 
ensure a smooth 
build…………



This mobile unit has all the features 
of a sensory space, with colour 
change lighting, audio, video as well 
as sink and heating!



‘tree house’ sensory room with 
full star ceiling, colour change 
lighting, bubble tube, murals, astro 
turf floor and bespoke padding



Designers

carpenters

electricians

artists

full design and build

visualisation

projection

audio 

interactive

padding

upholsterers

About me

email design@sensoryrooms.me.uk
www.sensoryrooms.me.uk

My name is jason, Having trained as a 
Theatre Designer I have over twenty years 
experience working as a designer, model 
maker, scene painter and prop maker in 
television, film, theatre, as well as 
interior, art installations and large 
mobile projects.

I have brought these range of skills and 
experience together to offer individual 
bespoke spacial solutions, which 
intergrate all the practical and 
technological elements of a sensory 
room together with a detailed asthetic 
environment.

If you have an idea you want  made a 
reality please contact me - we can find a 
solution however small the space or 
budget.


